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THERMOMECHANICS OF ANISOTROPIC HETEROGENEOUS MATERIALS WITH 
PARTICULAR APPLICATION TO WOOD DURING THE DRYING PROCESS
by
YUSUP ALTAN MERIC
An attenpt is made to understand and analytically describe the drying 
phenomena in wood and to give an appropriate mathematical model to be used 
in automatically controlled wood dry kilns. Treating wood as a continuous 
medium, heterogeneous with two constituents, solid and liquid, conservation 
laws are derived. Entropy inequality is discussed. The assumed forms of 
constitutive equations are reduced using the entropy inequality, material 
symmetry and continuum mechanics principles, such as the material frame 
indifference.
For a two-dimensional case, the governing field equations and con­
stitutive relations are simplified. Using numerical methods the moisture 
content distribution in a wood specimen is calculated. For the sake of 
simplicity the total stresses are analyzed as moisture stresses and 
residual stresses. It is seen that the experiments conducted with the 
same drying conditions compare very well with the analytical predictions 
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I. INTRODUCTION
This study is an attempt to understand the drying phenomena in 
wood and give an appropriate analytical model to be used in automatically 
controlled kiln-drying machines as opposed to the usual drying schedules 
set up beforehand based on experience.
Wood has inproved properties when it is dried or seasoned. Some 
of the advantages of seasoning are: increase in resistance to blue
stain and wood-destroying fungi; reduction in susceptibility to attack 
by some types of insects; reduction of warping, twisting, splitting, 
checking, and honeycombing; reduction in weight (thus reducing shipping 
costs); increase in stiffness, mechanical strength, hardness and nail- 
holding power with increasing moisture content below the fiber satur­
ation point; and improvement of paintability [Kollmann and Cdtd (1968)]. 
Seasoning starts immediately after the cutting of green trees even in 
an atmosphere highly saturated with vapor. Air-drying alone is not 
sufficient for wood items which are used in heated interior rooms but 
must be kiln-dried. The advantages of kiln-drying are the following: 
even greater reduction in weight; possibility of drying to any desired 
moisture content; higher drying speed and therefore much shorter drying 
times than those required in air-drying; the killing of staining or 
wood-destroying fungi or insects that may have attacked the wood; and 
low possibility of cracks in wood, if adequate kiln schedules are 
followed.
Drying usually proceeds at a nonuniform moisture distribution 
over the bulk of the material [Ugolev (1959)]. This nonuniformity, 
which appears at the beginning of the drying process, causes nonuniform
2contraction since wood belongs to the group of colloidal capillary 
porous materials, and induces a nonhcmogeneous state of strain. This 
is the primary cause of the internal stresses. The stresses developed 
cause cracks in wood during drying and changes in shape and dimensions 
when dry wood is being worked. An attempt is made, here, to understand 
the drying phenomena in wood and give an appropriate mathematical model 
to be used in automatically controlled drying machines with suitable 
variables such as the temperature, relative humidity and speed of the 
circulating air.
A. Previous Analyses of Drying Phenomena in Wood
The development of stresses during the drying process was
studied by Peck at the U.S. Forest Products Laboratory by means of the
measurement of thin transversely oriented slices [Youngs (1957)]- Peck
employed what is now commonly called the "slicing technique". It
consisted of marking off the cross section of a wafer cut from the
board into six slices of nearly uniform thickness oriented parallel to
the radial face of the board; next, measuring the length of these
slices before and after cutting from the wafer; and then drying to the
ovendry condition to determine differences in total shrinkage that
would indicate set. The change in length of the slice as it was cut 
free was taken as a measure of the nature and magnitude of the stress
present in the slice just before it was cut— an increase in length
indicating a compressive stress and a decrease in length indicating a
tensile stress. The amount of dimension change was assumed to be
approximately proportional to the stress.
Wood technologists, such as McMillen [1955]* obtained data on 
internal stresses in wood during drying. Their data also showed that
3wood does not dry evenly throughout Its thickness, but develops a 
moisture gradient with a moisture content lower near the surface than 
in the interior. Since shrinkage is related to amount of reduction of 
moisture content below the fiber saturation point (the fiber saturation 
point of wood is the moisture content reached when all the fibers are 
completely swollen, that is, saturated with colloidal water, but with 
no liquid or free water existing in the coarser capillary structure), 
and since this moisture content reduction does not tak:e place evenly 
throughout the drying thickness, the result is differential shrinkage 
with consequent stress development in the direction of shrinkage. The 
stresses thus developed consist of tensile stress in any portion of the 
wood that is attempting to shrink against the restraint; and shearing 
stress as adjacent portions of differentially shrinking wood tend to 
move relative to each other. The short-time perpendicular-to-grain 
strength properties determine the instantaneous effects of these 
stresses [Youngs (1957)]-
Experiments have been conducted at the University of New 
Hampshire to seek development in dry kiln practice for hardwood lumber 
under the supervision of Professor John Hill and his associates 
[Hill and Munkittrick (1970)]; they have developed electrical resistance 
measuring techniques for remote moisture sensing. Remote sensing of 
shell and core moisture contents by measuring electrical resistance 
between insulated pins driven into sample boards to different depths 
is dependent upon maintaining pin-wood contact. Researchers at the 
University of New Hampshire eliminated the inaccurate measurements due 
to poor electrode contact by inserting a unitized moisture sensing 
probe inside the wood through a hole drilled at the desired location.
4Previous investigators showed that the moisture content of wood 
adjacent to a small drilled hole is closely correlated with the- rela­
tive humidity of the air in the hole. At the University of New 
Hampshire Couture [1971] has used a one-dimensional diffusion equation 
to get numerical solutions comparing with his experimental results of 
moisture content distribution of red oak during drying by the "probe 
technique". Also at the University of New Hampshire, photoelasticity 
methods to determine strain developments in wood have been conducted 
[Chiu (1973)]. This dissertation represents an investigation under­
taken by the author in cooperation with researchers at the Wood Research 
Laboratory and Mechanics Research Laboratory at the University of New 
Hampshire to give a more complete understanding based on a rigorous and 
detailed theoretical analysis of the wood drying process.
B. Statement of the Problem
Correctly established drying procedures for wood could not only 
ensure a rapid removal of moisture from the wood at a minimum expenditure 
of energy, but also preserve its quality. The purpose of this 
investigation is to develop a mathematical model for the drying 
phenomena to express the moisture content, temperature and stress 
distributions in wood as a function of drying time. The developed model 
will be used for controlled drying processes to permit the optimum 
scheduling along with the concomniitant prevention of degrading in wood, 
using variables, such as the relative humidity and temperature of the 
drying air.
C. Description of the Method Used
It is assumed that the solid and liquid constituents of wood 
form a continuous medium. From an assumption of a general balance law,
5particular forms of differential conservation laws are obtained.
Ehtropy inequality applied to the whole medium is discussed. The 
constitutive equations are reduced using the entropy inequality, 
material symmetry and continuum mechanics principles such as the 
material frame indifference.
For a two-dimensional case, the governing field equations and 
constitutive relations are simplified. The dependence of the material 
properties on moisture content and temperature in wood is discussed. 
Using numerical methods, such as the quasilinearization technique and 
finite-difference schemes, the results obtained from the analytical 
model are compared with the existing data.
Finally, the results are summarized and compared with previous 
models and data; recommendations are made hoping to help the closed- 
loop type control systems with automation or set up schedules for drying 
more economically with greater ranges of safety.
6II. MATHEMATICAL MODELING
In the analytical development it is assumed that wood consists 
of two constituents, solid and liquid, forming a heterogeneous 
continuum. Rigorous principles will be given to obtain the applicable 
relations for the whole medium, in terms of the assumed forms of the 
kinematic relations, balance laws, and constitutive equations for the 
separate constituents, each a simple continuum. It will be seen that 
not in all cases, will the corresponding terms for each constituent 
simply be added under a summation sign to obtain the proper relations 
for the whole heterogeneous continuum.
A. Kinematic Model
A simple medium of constituent a (a=l,2) with a body is a 
three-dimensional differentiable manifold (set), the elements of which 
are called particles S01 {Noll (1958)]. (Elrom the physical point of 
view, the medium will be continuous, indefinitely divisible without 
losing any of its defining properties. In this sense, the body does 
not have any cracks, jumps, etc. This theory, being expressed in terms 
of the continuous field concept for matter, motion, force, and energy, 
will be phenomenological, because it represents the immediate phenomena 
of experience, not attempting to explain them in terms of corpuscles 
or other inferred quantities. Thus those who prefer to regard classical 
statistical mechanics as fundamental may nevertheless employ the field 
concept as exact in terms of expected values.) This manifold may be 
referred to a system of co-ordinates which establishes a one-to-one 
correspondence between particles and triples (x“, X^, x“) of real
7numbers:
Ja = +a ^  ^  x« = xa a=1j2j3. (1)
The ^  are referred to as the material coordinates of the particles 
Xa.
->pj
A configuration X of a simple body is a smooth homeomorphism 
of B onto a region of three-dimensional Euclidean space:a
,-Hx-'-KJ, ' U, r-trU, \ -,r U.   ,  ' u . ^  H  \  / o \X = X (x ), X = X (x ). (2)
->Ct  ^f~v
Here, x denotes the inverse of the mapping X . The point x = X (X )
+a ->a 1 —>-Q^
is called the place occupied by the particle X , and X = X (x ) is
the particle whose place is x°\
If a system of general co-ordinates in space is given, and if
x“  has the co-ordinates x? (j=l,2,3), then Eq. (2) corresponds to the
J
three co-ordinate equations
x“  = x“ (x£ ), = x f 1 (x“ ). (3)
The co-ordinates x“ = x“(X?) are called the spatial co-ordinates of the
J J A
-fcCt -►ot Ct ctparticle X in the configuration X . The functions X . and are 
assumed to be continuously differentiable.
As 3“ runs over a set of points forming the body B , its image 
x01 under the mapping [Eq. (2)] runs over a set of points forming a 
body, say b . In physical contexts the deformation of B^ into b^ will 
be produced by applying forces to the material. For physical inter­
pretation one may speak of B and b as the undeformed and deformed
a a
material, or, for mathematical interpretation, the material about 
Xa and the material about x*, respectively.
8The axiom of continuity is now stated: Throughout and ba,
the deformation given by the first of Eqs. (2) and its inverse given 
by the second of Eqs. (2) are single-valued and as many times continu­
ously differentiable as required [Thuesdell and Toupin (I960)]. Not 
only does this axiom cast aside deformations so irregular as to be 
useless in physics, but also it implies as a special case the permanence 
of matter: No region of positive finite volume is deformed into one
of zero or infinite volume. For this permanence, which requires the 
first of Eqs. (2) to be the unique inverse of the second of Eqs. (2) 
in a neighborhood of the material point X01, it is necessary that the 





It follows also that Eq. (2) carries every region into a region, every 
surface into a surface, every curve into a curve. Another corollary 
of the axiom of continuity is the principle of impenetrability: One
portion of matter never penetrates within another.
A body B for the constituent a is assumed to be also a a
measured space, i.e., it is endowed with a non-negative scalar measure, 
m, which is called the mass distribution of the body.
The region of space, "^(B ), into which the body is mapped 
by Eq. (2) is called the region occupied by the body B^ in the 
configuration x01.
9For any configuration x of B^ , one can define a measure over
the region x*01 (B ) in space occupied by by assigning the same
measure to corresponding subsets of Ba and x ^ (Ba). One can assume
that, for any configuration x ® , this induced measure over ^ (B^) is
absolutely continuous and hence has a density p , which is called the
mass density of the body in the configuration x 0,.
The mass of a body is a fundamental physical property and
hence is assigned a priori as a part of the specification of the body.
Nat so with the mass density p , which expresses a relation between
the physical mass m (P ) of every measurable part of P of B and
a ct a a
the volume (P^) of the region x ® (P^) in Euclidean space which the 
part P^  happens to occupy in the configuration X01. I.e.,
m (P ) = a a p (5)
a
From the definition of Eq. (5) it follows that the density is the
ultimate ratio of mass to volume; precisely, for a sequence of suitable
measureable parts Pk having only the point x01 in conmon and such that
11m V (Pk) = 0,, a ak-~° k
m (P )r-*a, n . a a , rs,p (x ) = lim  t—  . (6)
k->°° Y (PK) a a
A motion of a body B is a one-parameter family X, of
06 T /
configurations. The real parameter t is the time. One can write
r = ?“a“) = t), x° = rf1 > = Y -1 cr.t). m
The point x* = (xa,t) is the place occupied by the particle Xa at 
the time t. It will be assumed that a sufficient number of derivatives
10
of the x * and the jf01 exist and are continuous.
For heterogeneous media, Fick (1855) and Stefan (1871) 
suggested that each place x may be regarded as occupied simultaneoulsy 
by several different particles x01, a = 1,2,..., one for each constituent 
a. Following this model, it will be assumed that wood has a solid 
constituent (a = 1), and a liquid constituent (a = 2), forming a 
heterogeneous continuum. The wood is thus represented as a super­
position of two continuous media, each of which follows its own 
individual motion.
The individual velocity v . is defined by
3x. a _ l v. = --
1 9t
= 5_ 7 ( x “, t). (8)
X = const. dt
Each constituent has its individual density p , the total 
density p being given by
p = E p . (9)
a=l 01
The absolute concentration c of the constituent a is defined by
a
c = —  . (10)a P
so that Eq. (9) is equivalent to
2
0=1 °“ = (11>
The mean velocity v of the medium is defined by the requirement 
that the total mass flow be the sum of individual mass flows:
The diffusion velocity or peculiar velocity of the constituent a is 
its velocity relative to the mean:
_ ->a -*u 5 v - v. (13)
By Eq. (12) it follows that
Z P u = 0 , Z c u = 0. (14)_n 0L aa=l a=l
That is to say, the mean velocity has been defined in such a way that
the total mass flow of the diffusive motions is zero. The similarity
between the above definitions for the total mass density and peculiar
velocity and the definitions made in plasma dynamics and the kinetic
theory of gases is immediately noticable.
Any time-dependent scalar, vector, or tensor field ^  (e.g.,
temperature field, displacement field, or stress field) may be regarded
either as a function ^  (it01, t) of the particle and the time, or as a
function ip (x01, t) of the place and the time, provided that a definite
motion x01 = x*(Xa, t) be given. If one regards it01 and t as the
independent variables, one adapts the material description; if x :and t, 
the spatial description. Material derivatives and spatial derivatives
(spatial gradients) are defined accordingly.
One can now introduce two different material derivatives. The
material derivative of  ^following the mean motion is given by
12
d 34*
—  4>(X, t) = —  + —  v. , (15)
dt at ax.x
where is the spatial time derivative:
3^  d
—  = —  ip(x3 t). (16)
at dt
The material derivative of ipa following the motion of constituent a 
is
da . dip dip
—  ip (Xa, t) = — 2- + — 2. v“ (17)
dt at ax1
dip
where is the spatial time derivative:
dip d
at dt
ipa (x , t). (18)
B. Conservation Laws (General Balance Equations)
The conservation laws (balance laws) will be postulated as 
integral equations. These basic principles, in regions where the 
variables change sufficiently smoothly, are equivalent to differential 
field equations.
1. Integral Balance Equation
One can assume the following fonn of the integral balance 
equation [Truesdell and Toupxn (I960)]:
dt
ip dv = a a F. da. + -,a l x PaG adv, (19)
13
where Y01 is the material volume of constituent a, S° is the material 
surface surrounding V01, F? is the influx of ipa through S_a and Ga is 
a volume supply of within V01. The general balance may serve as a 
definition of any one of the three quantities f“, or Ga in terms
of the other two.
2. Conservation Equation in Differential Form
Using the Gauss' law and the definitions of material derivative, 
dap
CL ""^"CL f CLand regions where , p , ip , div-v , div F are continuous, theau a ot
integral balance equation gives the differential form of the general 
balance:
It W  + alv <f“ + - °o,a“ - °- <20>
Define
F l 5 F l +  w l ’ <21>
and substitute this into Eq. (20), and integrate the results over a 
fixed volume V with bounding surface S to obtain
d_
dt p i|> dv = - 0 F. da. +y a a S 1
p Gadv. (22)
V 01
One can now propose a general principle [Kelly (1964)]: An
integral equation of balance for the heterogeneous continuum appropriate 
for a fixed control surface is obtained by summing over all species 
the integral equation of balance for an individual constituent 
appropriate for the same fixed control surface. This will be called 






is the Integral balance equation for a fixed volume for the hetero­
geneous continuum where the following definitions are made
p* E V A ,  ’ot=l
(24)
^ ^ c^t a




pG = Z p Ga . (26)
T a a=l
The differential equation associated with Eq. (23) is
a.
3 3F.
—  (p*) + —  - pG = 0, (27)
3t 3x^
which will be called the ordinary balance equation for a heterogeneous 
continuum. One can note that Eq. (27) is of the same form as the 
ordinary balance equations for a simple continuum (consisting of only 
one constituent).
C. Particular Balance Equations
Particular balance equations, which are special cases of the 
general balance law, will now be postulated.
1. Balance of Mass
Let
15
= 1 , FT = 0 , and p G = 0 . (28)a l a
Using Eq. (20), one obtains
1_ p +9—  (p v“) = o. (29)
3t ° 3x± “ 1
Suumlng these equations over both constituents results In
3p 3
—  +   (p v.) = 0 . (30)
3t 3x^
Mother useful form of partial mass balance Is obtained by using the 
diffusion velocities:
d 3p 3V.
—  P + u? —  + p —  = 0 . (31)
dt “ 1 3x. “ 3x.
2. Balance of Linear Momentum
Let
,a a T-, a a „ , na _ „atK = p. , F. . = -a. . , and G. = f. , (32)vi 5 ij ij 5 l l J
where p“ = momentum per unit mass of constituent a, (33)
a.“ = partial stress tensor, (3^ )
IJ
f“ = body force. (35)
Then, equation (20) gives
16
,a a
d Pi « »«•“
oa c - a r 1 - fi > - ^  = 0  (36)
3xJ-
This equation may be sunned over both constituents to give
dp. 3a..





PP± = s Pap“ , (38)
a=l
° « 5 A  ■ p«pH  * <39)
2
pf? = E p f ? . (40)l , a l a=l
The total stress tensor, a^., represents the total stress acting on an 
element of area which is at rest with respect to the barycentric motion. 
In other words, the total stress is the sum of the partial stresses 
plus the apparent stresses arising from diffusion [Truesdell and 
Toupin (I960)]. For the usual velocity momentum balance, let
Ot Ot /in \
P± v± » (^ d)
obtaining
j* a „ acry 3 a..
P (    - f? ) ---- —  = 0 , (42)
a dt 1 3x.
J
for the partial equation of motion, and
17
dv. 3a. .
PC —  - f, ) - — = 0 , (43)
dt 3x.
for the equation of motion for the heterogeneous continuum. Partial 
linear momentum balance equation may also be written as
n ot „ a adv. 3v. 3a. .
”a - T  + p» uj ^  - 7 ^  - p/ i  - 0 • W >dt 3x. 3x.
J J
3. Balance of Spin Momentum
The material, wood, is a heterogeneous continuous medium. As 
Mark (1967) pointed out wood is a cellusoic material composed of
cells. There is a relationship between the structure of wood and its
thermomechanical behavior. It is believed that this cellular character 
of wood structure might have some contribution to the balance of spin 
mcmentum in the form of couple stresses in the continuous field theory.
Let
= zr. p.? + k.“ , (45)
ij Ci hJ] ij 5
- m,,, , (46)ijk *[i uj ] k ~ mijk
G.“ = Zr. f .n + % .a. ,
IJ [1 j] 5 (47)
where
z^  = components of the position vector from the origin, (48)
k.. = skew-symmetric second order tensor, (49)
ij
18
i r u = couple stress (skew-symmetric), (50)
&. . = assigned couple per unit mass (skew-symmetric). (51)
-LJ
Then, equation (20) gives
p“ i  = + ' p«*« = ' p“y ciPj] - H  * <52)
1 Ctwhere is the partial moment of momentum production density.
Suirming over both constituents gives
d 3
paF kiJ = mijk + °[i3] - piliJ = - pv[iPj] > (53)
where
pkij Eaf1pakij 5 (5i|)
mU k E !n mi J k - paki K  ’ (55)a jl
P * U E ^ 1 P«^I • <56)
The usual form of the balance of moment of momentum is obtained by 
setting
a
p. = v? , m. . ,a  = &. . = k.“ = 0 . (57)l l 5 ijk i j  ij '
One gets
[ij ] = " PV[iVj]
= 0 (58)
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which makes the stress tensor symmetric. Skew-symmetric part of the 
partial stress tensor satisfies
a _ 1 M a
J[ij] " 2 pMij
where
2
£ ML® = 0. (60)
a=l 1J
For the problem under investigation, it will be assumed that the 
partial stress tensor also is symmetric, i.e.,
M.“ = 0 . (61)
ij
4. Balance of Energy
Let e be the remaining portion of the total energy per unit 
a
mass for constituent a after the usual kinetic energy per unit mass 
\  vivi *ias keen subtracted. The total flux of energy across a 
material surface Sa is the sum of the thermal and mechanical fluxes.
The thermal flux of energy will be denoted by q“ and called the heat 
flux. Part of the mechanical flux is given by a.^v?. Let n? denote-LJ J -L
the remaining mechanical flux, and s^  denote the supply of energy per 
unit mass for constituent a.
Take
ip = e + \  v?v? , (62)a a 2 l l
Fi = - vj ' nj + qi • (63)
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,~a „a ot .G = f.v. + s 11 a
Equation (20) gives
.-.a. . a . a ..jot ,a a ,a ad. e.. 3v. 3n. 3d. . dp.. . dv.a a l J ^ n-- a -----------
*r,a a Ja adp. d 
i j r i i \ a+ — - p s = p ( -----------) v.a ,, . . • . a a a .. ,, ldt ij 3x. 3x. 3x. dt dt
' J J J
Sunming over both constituents, one obtains
de 3v_. 3n,. 3d,. „ dp., dv.,
P  cr., —  ^ i - ps = p (— - - -^i-) v. , (66)j  .   —  .   yKJ K \ / v *
dt J 3x. 3x. 3x. dt dt
J J J
where




pe = E p (e + ^ u “u?) , (67)n a a td l l a=l
"J + 9J 5 ^ CnJ + "J + “i K  - P«(e« + ^ i Ui )U3] * <68>














The change of entropy in a volume V that moves with a barycentric 
velocity v^ is of three kinds:
where ? = specific entropy,
iii) entropy production due to dissipative effects in V. By 
assumption, the entropy production in non-negative. Then, if the entropy 
density is denoted by pn, and if the convective entropy flux pnv^ 
is taken into account, the following inequality holds [Muller (1967)]:
One can state the Principle II: The entropy supply is proportional to
the energy supply associated with external radiation alone. Then, one 
assumes that
i) entropy flux through the surface
(74)
ii) entropy supply from the external world
y P ? dv (75)
9
— (pn) + 
9t
9





in accord with the second law of thermodynamics. It was assumed that 
only the internal energy supply and not the external body forces 
contribute to the entropy supply [Bowen (1967)s Green & Naghdi (1965)].
Using the balance of mass equation, one obtains
dn 3$. ps
p—  + —  > 0  , (78)
dt 3x^ 0
where denotes a generalized entropy flux and is a material functional 
which remains to be determined, n is the specific entropy of the 
heterogeneous medium.
One can now define the free energy density
T = e - 0n , (79)
and a reduced entropy flux 
q • 1 2
i x i  Ot Ot / Q n tk. = $ .------ - £ • (80)
-1 0 0 a=l J J
The partial specific body forces f? may be eliminated from the balance 
equations of partial linear mcmentum [Eq. (44)], and the entropy 
inequality [Eq. (78)] reduces to
d^ 0 3k. d0 PtPo -in dV-12
+  1  I X  TT X l  X------- n---+ — V± -----
dt P 3x  ^ dt p dt
_P1P2 „ 12 y 12 y 12 _^1 + P1P2 V.12 V.12 V.12 3p2
p4 J' 1 3x. p^  3x.l l
1 1 plp2 , v 12 „ 12-, _1+ [- o. . + — —  (pn — p,) V. V. ] L. .
p I J  p 3 2  Ml '  i  J i j
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, r  2 plp2 ( x v 12 . .  12n ,  2
+ [;  °y + - ^ r  (pi ' "a5 V  v j ] u
-  -  +  -  “ii1 V 2 - - « , ?  V 2^ -  . <8l>p0 p p J 3xi
where the defined quantities are
v ^ 2 h yl - y2 , (82)
and
3v?




The field equations express the general principles of mechanics 
and thermodynamics, while constitutive equations define ideal materials, 
which are mathematical models of particular classes of materials 
encountered in nature.
1. Principles to be Used in Forming Constitutive Equations
It should be needless to remark that while from the mathematical 
standpoint a constitutive equation is a postulate or a definition, the 
first guide is physical experience, perhaps fortified by experimental 
data. Supposing that one has assembled the facts of experience one 
wishes to use in defining the ideal material, one can now list the 
mathematical principles he calls to his aid before he attempts to 
formulate definite constitutive equations [Truesdell & Noll (I960)],
i. Consistency
Any constitutive equation must be consistent with the general 
principles of balance of mass, mcmentum and energy.
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ii. Co-Ordinate Invariance
Constitutive equations must be stated by a rule which holds 
equally in all inertial co-ordinate systems, at any fixed time. 
Otherwise, a mere change of description would imply a different 
response in the material, 
iii. Material Symmetry
Noll (1948) defines the isotropy group of a material as 
the group of transformations of the material coordinates which 
leave the constitutive equations invariant. The nature of this 
group specifies the synmetries of the material. A material is 
then isotropic if its isotropy group is the full orthogonal 
group. Various kinds of aelotropy, which is a syirmetry with 
respect to certain preferred directions, are shown by materials 
whose isotropy groups are proper subgroups of the orthogonal 
group, or are other groups, 
iv. Dimensional Invariance
It is essential that included in each constitutive equation 
should be a full list of all the dimensionally independent 
moduli or material constants upon which the response of the 
material may depend [Truesdell (1947), Brand (1957)].
v. Material Indifference
The constitutive equations must be formulated such that the 
response of the material is independent of the observer. That 
this requirement has a fundamental physical meaning is shown 
by the fact that the laws of motion themselves do not enjoy 
invariance with respect to the observer. "Apparent" forces 
and torques, in general, are needed to reconcile the descriptions
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of mechanical phenomena given by two observers In relative 
motion. The principle of material indifference states that 
these are the only mechanical effects of the motion. A 
general mathematical statement, for purely mechanical 
theories, was first given by Noll (1955).
vi. Equipresence
A variable present as an independent variable in one 
constitutive equation should be so present in all.
2. Constitutive Class of the Heterogeneous Medium
The constitutive equations characterizing the medium are 
assumed to express the quantities
as functional relations in the histories of the motions of the 
constituents and the temperature of the medium.
A solid-liquid medium at a single temperature is now defined to
be that material for which the constitutive functionals reduce to 
ordinary functions of the following independent variables [Dunwoody
The continuity equation (31) is for velocity components and 
density expressed in terms of the spatial coordinates. If material







coordinates X? are used, the balance of mass implies
p (X?, t) dv - p(x., t) dva x o . 1 (86)
o
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where V is the volume occupied at time t by the material which occupied 
vq at time tQ. The second integral can be evaluated by a change of 
the variables of integration from x^ to x“. Then
P (x , t) dv = p [x(x“ t), t]
y  Ct _L J y  Ot -L
o
dv (87)




= det F01 (88)
For brevity, the first integrand of Eq. (86) is denoted by p and the
a a
second integrand of Eq. (87) by Pa|J|- The balance of mass expressed
by Eq. (86) then becomes
V.
[p° - p |Ja|] dv = 0 (89)
for an arbitrary initial volume V . The integrand must therefore 
vanish, whence one obtains the balance of mass equation in terms of 
material coordinates, namely
It is supposed that the initial density p° is everywhere positive in 
V , i.e., there are no empty spaces in VQ. It follows then from Eq. 
(90) that Ja is positive throughout the motion so that one can drop the 
absolute value signs and write
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PaJa = Pa , jV o (91)
constant in time for each particle of constituent a, the material 
form of the balance of mass equation. Given p° in a reference state 
X®, and the partial deformation gradient F^” with respect to that 
state, pa may be determined. Further, using the identity
8 J01 3F"
 = Ja (Fa) 1 (Fa)J- — ^  (92)
3x± ^  m  3X^
and differentiating Eq. (91)} yields
-2-Ja + P Ja (F01)^ (Fa)J — (Fa)flJ — 2. . (93)
3x± “ ^  Bl 3 ^  ^  3X“
It is assumed that p° for each constituent a is a known constant. Ita
follows from Eq. (91) and Eq. (93) that for each a, pa and F^“ are not 
independent variables nor are 3pa/3x^ and 3F“^/3X^ if only F ^  is 
known. Therefore given p°, F ^  and 3F“a/3X^ the remaining quantities 
in Eq. (91) and Eq. (93) are fully determined locally.
The variables p^  and Sp^/Sx^ are redundant in these circumstances 
and may therefore be omitted from the variables in Eq. (85). The set 
of independent variables for the heterogeneous medium is now
. 3pQ 3F ^ a0 tp 1 2 iA o -i
P-l 5 Pp J J J 1 T V1^
1 d 1A 3x1 3X^ J ij » i
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e —  • (94)
9x.X
As a consequence of the principle of equipresence, the 
constitutive equations are
q 9 p 2 9-^ia p np ® ®
v  =  v  Cp2  ,  P 7 .  ,  0 9 —  ,  — --------) i  ( 9 5 )
^ 1A 9X, 9xi 1J 1 9x.l B l
•j 9pp 9F. . p 9 6
n = n(p2j F  0 , — ^ , L , v r  ,  ) , (96)
9X. 9X^ ^  9X.
1 0 P p 0-^-j A p 1 p  ^®
qi = S (p2 » FiA » 0 »   » — » L-i * vi > -- } * (97>
1 1 ^ 1A 9x. 9X i 1J 1 9x.i B l
q 0 P p  ^iA 2 12
k = k (p , f! 0 , — ^ M  , L. . , V T  ,  ) , (98)
1  1  ^  1 A  a x >  3 X x  I J  1  3 x >
1  JD 1
1 d <>i 3F)a -j n  30
"« ■ 0ij“Cp2 . h i  . 6 - ±  . . Ly  . . —  > . «9)
i B i
in which dependence on the known constant p° is understood.
The quantities defined in Eqs. (95) - (99) depend on the 
reference configuration of the solid but are assumed not to depend on 
the positions X7 . They are required to conform with the principle of 
material objectivity (material frame indifference) and to exhibit the 
symmetries peculiar to the constituents. The restricted forms of the 
functions satisfying these requirements will be treated later. Of 
immediate interest are those restrictions flowing from the following
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postulate £ Coleman and Noll (.1963)]:
The constitutive equations and the entropy inequality must be
of partial masses and with 6 (x^ , t) >0.
The partial momenta equations Eq. (44) and energy equation
and energy supply s; the remaining quantities in these equations may 
assume any arbitrary values not in conflict with the postulate above.
variable. The elimination of this variable is effected through use of 
the relation (93)- Expressions for the quantities -d'i’/ d t and 
3k1/9x1J which occur in the entropy inequality, will be evaluated 
from the constitutive equations (95) and (98).
Ihe following relations which are required in the calculations 
are obtained easily:
satisfied by every set of functions x. = x.(X^, t), p9(x., t), 0(x., t),1 1 XT. <— 1 1
12 2V± (x^ , t), L. . (x^ , t) which is compatible with the balance equations
(73) are regarded as determining the external body forces f“ (ot=l,2)
3. Constitutive Equations Restricted by the Entropy Inequality 
The entropy inequality Eq. (81) contains a term in ap-j/ax^
a
= -  L
(100)
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from the definition of partial deformation gradient F?A
d du
—  C O  = -
dt ' iA dt
CFa ) 
iA























= L.} - L.?
Ji Ji
The constitutive relation, Eq. (95)> gives
dv av dpg 9v dF^A av de
dt 3p2 dt ^ ia ^  96 dt
av de av d ap0
-------- -3P2------ (  )










9^  . dL?. 










Using Eqs. (100) and (101) one obtains
dv a* aP av apj
 = --- [u? —  + p2 6 !?•]----- r [L.^ - F.J - u} (F1) j — p  ;
dt ap0 ax. J J aP.„ J J J ax;:d 1 IA ij
^   rj2 _ u2 8 p2 l2 3p2
‘ ^  Pi 9xp " p aXlaxp ' *  *  ax± 
i
9 L L  ^  d  n o
"  Po <5 — 2 1  ] ------------------  ( V }  )
2 pq ax. ,/PiA, dt 1
ay de av d ae
ae dt ..ae s dt ax.
H a3F1; 1
For the gradient of the reduced entropy flux, one finds
8k±
ax.
ak. ap0 ak. n n




















3k. . - 3k. 33 3k. 3 6
+ - T P  « V  -L?.) + - i --  + ^ -------
3Vlk Jl  01 ae 3X.3X.
J 1 1 J
where Eq. (102) has been used.
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9? d 0 9! d „  94* d0
2 ^ii ^ 12 ~   ^i ^
9L±j dt J 9 j dt 9 0 dt
.94'
8 (H 1 ) d t 8xi
d 90 0 9k. 9p0




















8k. „ 8k. 80 8k. 82e
+ “ T2 (Ljl “ Ljl} + —   + — ---------1g y ^  Jj- J-L 90 0 X . -,80 V 8X.8X.
J 1 3 C35TT; 1 J
J
de , plp2 tt12 dVi plp2 T712 ,r12 v12 3pl
- n —  + — 5-  v ± -------- IT ^  \ ---
dt p dt p4 J J 8x.
, P1P2 T712 tj12 v12 3p2 r 1 1 , plp2,_ . T712 „12n T1
+ 7 T  v3 vj A  — + [ ; "ij + — (p2 - pi) A  vj ] L«
+ [ i 0.2+ ! l ^ v l 2 v F  ]!?.
„ y  p3 1 J U
+ * °  • a o 6 )  p0 p P 3X±
An expression has been obtained which Is required to be of one 
sign and of the first degree in the quantities
d0 d 80 d d 8Fd
—  , —  (---) , —  (L-2 ) , —  (-^) ,
dt dt 8x1 dt ^  dt 8X^
3x.3x. 3x.3x.
i J l J
(107)
On the basis of the postulate, having regard to any symmetries they 
may possess, any of the above quantities may be chosen arbitrarily 
and independently at a place x^ and time t. It follows that the 
coefficients of the individual members of Eq. (107) are identically 
zero which leads to the following conclusions:
(108)






where ^  is identified as the specific inner free energy of the
12medium and is independent of , i.e.
1  8pp
h  = ¥1 (p25 FiA’ 6> 5 ’ (112)9x^
9k. 9k.
— —  + --- 1—  = 0 , (113)
P1 3 1^ 12 0 3ki - P1 3¥1V. +  - V*2
9pp J n 9pp 0 3P? 1








9 (—  ) 
9x^
= 0 (114)
9ki i -i ^ i a   (p1) | — ^ ± r  = 0 , (115)
a(^ A j  V o
2 1 
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9x.








where h. is independent of L. . and is thus an arbitrary vector x xj
function of the arguments shown:
s , 9^  -) 3k. s p.. p„ - p , p
°ij= p(~ i ~  ja} " 0 ( j 2 } + (P1 “ P2} Vi ^  5X J  9 p X  J A  9 V X d d  X J
iA j
a , 3V , a 3k. a
aij p(^  1 PjA} + 6 ( y12) *
iA 9Vj
The entropy inequality is
p., 3¥ i p 9 3k. p-,pp p p p 3pp
[  i  VT + ---   + V. V. VT ] —-i 4 1 1 1
p 3Pp p 3p2 pH d J 3X±
Pp S'? , n ->2 ® 3k • -i
p 3P1A P 3P1a
2 2 9P1
, P1P2 v12 „12 12 rplr l rplr l-, liA
+ “ l ~ Vs s Vj (P } Aj (P W  aylp 3Xg
0 3k. q. 1 s , s „ 1 0 39
+ I  2 ~  (p2 CTij - pl °ij } Vi ] “
p 36 p0 p 0 J J 3x±
3¥ 3V 3pp 3¥
+ [p2 —  6ij + —  +  S q  6ij








0 3k. 1 _ P~\^2 IP IP P
 To + - a f (p - p ) V;r VT] > 0 (119)
p 3 V . P J P 5  3  J
2
If the velocity gradient L.. is split into its components
I J
stretching and spin tensors and W?.., the terms multiplying L?^
in Eq. (119) may be replaced by
W  ay 3pp S
{ P2 --- 0. . + [  g-    ]
*>2 1J 3(!f2) SX, 
3XJ
3^  3 p 0 0 3k. s 1 s q
+  o - -  ( — ^ )  + -  c 2
3p0 3x J p 3V. p J
3 (— —) S 1
9xs
P*i P q  -| q  -in n  ^ P  n  3-
















W.? = J(L.? - L.?) . (122)ij 2V ij Ji'
Given an arbitrary choice as between corotational frames, the terms




3V a 0 ,9ki xa . 1 a 2 n- - C — no-) + - a.. = 0 . (123)
9p0 P 3V. p
a(— — ) J
9x.l
Comparing this with Eq. (118), one gets 
. a 3p0 3¥ , q
C^ T ] + = 0 ‘ ^3(— ) i jA
3xj
or, knowing that ap2/axi and are independent 
ay ap„ a
[ — r-- —  ] = 0 , (125)
3 (— —) 9XJ 
ax^
dv , a
(— = 0 • <126>
3FJa j
The solution of Eq. (125) requires the free energy ¥ (or the 
inner free energy H^ ) to be a function of the magnitudes of dp^/dx^ , 
i.e., ¥ is dependent on the density gradient dp^/dx^ only through the
variable
3p0 3Po
Tjj = —  • (127)
Z x ± 3x±
Using Eq. (126), the syirmetric and antisyrrmetric parts of the partial
stress a.^ become 
ij
39
si ■ -3^  -i 3k. s P"|Pp ip i?
a ± ] = p  =- F *  - e C— fp) + (p-, - Pp)v}2 v f  , (128)ij gp^l JA gvi^ p^ i d i j
y  = W  = - 1  pMy  = - y  = 9 (^ a • (129)
Therefore ¥ Is provided as a potential necessary for the 
calculation of the symmetric part of the partial stress a'}. [Dunwoody 
(1970)]. The antisymmetric parts of the partial stresses are determined 
from Eq. (129) if the reduced entropy flux k^ is known.
If Eq. (116) is substituted into Eq. (114), one obtains
p 3T-, p 3 V  ? 3h.
1 -1 V. - Po — r  D“ +3p'p j M2 3p0 3Pp m m  3pP
2 3 (— —) 3 (— — ) 3 (--) 3-(----)
3x. 3x. 3x. 3x.
1 1 3 j
Pn 3¥n no 3 'i'-i o 3h.
—  — ---- V. - Po ------; D + — r— —  = 0. (130)3p0 1 2 3p„ 3p0 mm 3Pp
p 3 (— — ) 3 (— — ) 3 (— — ) 3 (— — )
3 x . 3x. 3x. 3x.
J 1 J 1
2
Since is not dependent on D.., one must have
3^

















One sees that is independent of the density gradient 
d p 2/ d x 1 as a consequence of Eq. (131). Then Eq. (112) becomes
W1 = V P2J PiA, 0) • (133)
It is seen from Eq. (116) that, since ¥ is independent of
2
density gradients, k^ is independent of D y  and hu are therefore 
one and the same vector function so that k^ is required to satisfy the 
equation (132).
3k 3k.
— _I  +  J—
9po 3Po
3 (—  ) 3 (— )
3x. 3x.
j i
Solution of Eqs. (134) and (113) cojointly leads to
(134)
3p„ 30 2" 9P? 6 90
k. = W. .. —  --- + W". —  + W. .   + W. (135)
1 8x. «  3x. ^  3X, 1
j j j
in which W’s are antisymmetric with respect to permutation of any of
3P2 99 2
their indices and are independent of —^  , -x—  , and D. . .dX^  dX^  1J
4. Constitutive Equations Restricted by Material Frame Indifference
The constitutive equations will be restricted further to satisfy 
the axiom of material frame indifference.
A frame of reference may be described as a possible way of 
relating physical reality to a three-dimensional Euclidean point- 
space and a real time axis. An event is a pair {x,t} consisting of a 
point x in space and a time t. The totality of all events is called
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space-time. A change of frame Is a one-to-one mapping of space-time 
onto itself such that distances, time intervals, and temporal order 
are preserved.
It can be shown INoll (1964)] that an event {x,t} and its 
image {x^t} under a change of frame are related by rigid transformations 
combined with a time-shift. More precisely, if one chooses an 
arbitrary origin in space and then identifies points with their position 
vectors, one can express a change of frame by the formulae
x* = c (t) + Q (t) x , (136)
t* = t - a , (137)
where c (t) is a point, Q (t) an orthogonal tensor, and a a real number.
It is assumed that c (t) and Q (t) are smooth functions of t. The 
transformation Q (t) is uniquely determined by the change of frame, but 
the point c (t) depends also on the choice of the origin.
A change of frame induces transformations, for each time t, 
on scalars, vectors, and tensors Truesdell and Noll (1965) • In 
particular, one has the following transformation laws:
i. Scalars remain unchanged under changes of frame, 
ii. A vector v is transformed into
v# = Q (t) v .
iii. Let S be a second-order tensor, regarded as a linear 
transformation of vectors. Let w = S v, and let v*= Q (t) v, 
w* =—Q(t) w, be the fransforms given by Eq. (138) of v and w under 
the change of frame. One then has w* = Q (t) w* = Q (t) (Sv) =
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_  T ->* ->* ->*[Q (t) S Q (t) ] v . Hence w. and v are related by the linear 
transformation
S* = Q (t) S Q (t)T , (139)
which Is the transform of S under the change of frame.
Functions and fields whose values are scalars, vectors, or 
tensors are called frame-indifferent or objective if both the dependent 
and independent variables transform according to the laws given by Eqs. 
(136) - (139) u n d e r  a change of frame.
Material frame-indifference states that the constitutive 
equations must be invariant under changes of frame of reference. If a 
constitutive equation is satisfied for a process with a motion and a 
symmetric stress tensor given by
x = x (X,t) , T = T (X,t) , (140)
-».# —*
then it must be satisfied also for any equivalent process (x ,T } .
That is, the constitutive equation must be satisfied also for the motion 
and stress tensor given by
x* = x* (X,t*) = c (t) + Q (t) x (X, t) , (141)
&
T = T (X,t ) = Q (t) T (X,t) Q (t)1 , (142)
t* = t - a , (143)
where c (t) is an arbitrary point function, Q (t) an arbitrary orthogonal 
tensor function of the time t, and a an arbitrary number.
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The transformation of the deformation gradient F under a 
change of frame at time t, assuming that the two frames had the same 
orientation at time t when the neighborhood of X was in the reference 
configuration so that dX = dX at t , follows the transformation law 
of a vector:
dx = Q (t) dX
= Q (t) [F dX]
= EQ Ct) F] dX (145)
thus
[F* - Q (t) F] dX = 0 (146)
-y -*■
for all dX in the reference neighborhood of X . Hence, one obtains
F* = Q (t) F , (147)
showing that the two-point -tensor deformation gradient transforms like
a vector under change of frame at time t. Similarly, one can show that
its gradient in material coordinate transforms also like a vector.
One then has the following identities on the constitutive
s 2equations for Y1 , , k^ , cn^  satisfying material frame indifference:
Yf = Yx (p2 , e , Qy Fja) , (148)
Qijqj qi(p2 ’ 0 » Qij PjA 5 Qij ■—  5 Qij — 4^ 5
3Xj 9Xg
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«lrDrS % s  - a y Vf  > « « ! ! -  > •
8Xj
(149)
3 p , .3P^
Qij kj ~ ki (p2 3 6 3 Qij FjA 3 Qij T-p 3 Qij — ^
8xj H*
0 V ^2 0 30 . *
S j  .1 3 Qi !  } 3dX.
(150)
S .  y  V  ■ 8«  (P2 - 8 . « U  pljA . %  ^ 2
j
Q. . 3FjA , Q. D 2 Q. , Q.. V*2 , Q. . 1®- )H—  3 it rs vjs 3 tLj j 5 Vlj dx.
8 B °
(151)
5. Wood as an Orthotropic Viscoelastic Heterogeneous Medium
With respect to a common configuration, a heterogeneous medium
should not possess any symmetry property which is not a material symmetry 
conmon to all the constituents. In other words, the isotropy group G 
of a heterogeneous medium is given by G = ^ Ga where Ga denotes the 
isotropy group of the constituent a. Isotropy group (or material 
symmetry group) of a material is defined as the group of transformations 
of the material coordinates which leave the constitutive equations 
invariant.
On the basis of the above postulate, the isotropy group G of a 
solid-liquid medium is that of the solid constituent, i.e., the set of 
unimodular linear transformations H^* of the reference configuration 
such that the response functions of the constitutive equations will
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be the same.
For example. If one has
T = g (F) , (152)
the unimodular tensor H (i.e., det H = ± 1) gives
g ( F H ) = g ( F )  (153)
where g Is the response function.
Then,
^  ^  (p2 , 0, F^a H^) , (154)
X 9p2 9P1A
qi = ql p^2 6 » pia haa 5 9x7 » 77i“ haa ,
1 B
p IP 90D7. , V. , -—  ) , (155)Z J  5 l  s 9 x ^  5
X 9p2 9PiA
ki = ki p^2 J 0 5 pia haa » 7 5 77737“  haa hb69x. 9Xb
IP 90
v}2 ,   ) , (156)1 9x.1
s 2 s 2 1 9p2 0PiA
CTij = °lj (p2 5 9 ’ P1A HAA 5 “  5 HAA
l
P IP 90D 2 ) V  2 , --- ) . (157)
J 9x.l
Now, one relationship to be used later to derive the reduced 
constitutive equations for our medium will be shown. Suppose that
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T = g (F) (simple solid) (158)
after transformation one gets
Q T QT = g CQ f) (159)
Now, If an orthogonal tensor Q Is In the Isotropy group, then, by 
equation (153) one has for any non-singular F (including Q F)
g (.Q F Q*1) = g (Q F) . (160)
Then
g CQ F) = Q g (F) oF (.161)
and, finally
Q g (F) f  = g (Q R ?) (162)
for an orthogonal tensor Q which is In the isotropy group. Equation 
(162) represents the orthogonal members Q of the isotropy group of 
the material. It also shows that the identity I and the central 
inversion -I belong to the isotropy group.
Orthotropic symmetry has three mutually perpendicular planes 
of elastic syirmetry through each point, that is, the isotropy group 
contains reflections on three mutually perpendicular planes. The 
transformation
R ■
1 0  0 




where it represents a right-handed rotation through, an angle it 
about the axis in the direction of the unit vector $ , belongs to the 
isotropy group of the medium under consideration.
Consider, now, the dependence on the deformation gradient
tA  Tf
iA' XI
T = g (F) , (164)
then
g ( Q F ) = Q T ?
= Q g(F)QT . (165)
Let Q = ^  , giving
(lR /  F x# )
= f (F ft) (166)
_  _  - _jm
since ^R is in the isotropy group and ^R = ^R . Here, one has used the
polar decomposition theorem [Noll (1958)]: Any invertible linear
transformation F has two unique multiplicative decompositions
F = R U , (167)
and
F = V R . (168)
When applied to the deformation gradient F, R is the rotation tensor,
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U the right stretch tensor, and V the left stretch, tensor. R is 
orthogonal, and U and V are symmetric and positive-definite. Also, 
one can define
= jR U . (169)
Similarly, when
T = g (||) , (170)
one obtains
T = f (||- 1F"1 1) . (171)
Therefore, the constitutive equations become
(p2 , e . i f f j j )  , (172)
1 ^ P p  "I p  1 9 ^ ^
q. = q. (p_ , 6 , _B.. , —  , ,F7.. , D7. , V. ,  ) , (173)2 9 1 lj 9 9 1 ljk 9 lj 9 l 9 ax> 9
1 p^2 1 IP ^
kl - kl (“ 2 ’ 9 ’ lBij * 7 ^  * lF« k  ’ ^ - —  > > (1™
i i
S „ S „ , 9pp p _p 90
°ij = aij (p2 9 6 9 lBij 9 “  9 lPijk 9 Dij9 Vi 9 9 (175)
in which
iBij - < 2  t <176>
is the special case of the left Cauchy-Green tensor, and
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9 X .
(177)1 = „d. xl , ( plr l ( plr l
1 W  9 X X  1 ^  1 ^
The evaluation of the relation Eq. (115) on the behavior of 
k^ as a function of deformation gradient will now be discussed. By 
use of Eq. (115) for k^ and Eq. (177) for the variables it
follows that the local divergence of k^ contributes the terms
’ h  r ( p i ) - !  ( p l ) - l  { p l ) - l
L n n n V T 1 /Af ''V /13c V-1 / n*
3iprts 3xK 3xJ 1 At 1 bs 01
9XA9Xg 9x_.l
to the entropy inequality (81), which is then of the first degree in 
2 1 1 19 F^/gX^gXg . This variable may be chosen arbitrarily and independently 
of any other in the inequality. It follows, therefore, given the 
invertibility of the deformation gradient F^A , that
9k.
1 = 0 . (179)
1 rts
Furthermore, with k^ now proved to be independent of the density 
gradient of the orthotropic solid constituent, from Eq. (174) and 
polynomial representation, one may write [Dunwoody (1970)]
90 2 9p2 y




k^0,2,v = ke,2,v + ke,2,v ^  + ke,2,v ^   ^ (l8l)
0 2in which k 5 5 (a=0,l,2) are functions of p„, 0, the invariants of
80 2
, and the simultaneous invariants of and
8x^
Here, the prime at has been dropped.
The polynomial representation used is the following [Rivlin (1955),
Pipkin and Rivlin (1959)]: Any polynomial scalar invariant function of
any number of tensors under the full orthogonal group of coordinate 
transformations or under any subgroup of the orthogonal group can be 
expressed as a polynomial in a finite number of polynomial scalar 
invariants and is called an irreducible integrity basis for the tensors 
under the transformation group. Any scalar invariant, whether polynomial 
or not, may be expressed as a single-valued function of the elements 
of this irreducible integrity basis.
One can refer to the relation (135) which is seen to be compatible 
with Eq. (180) if and only if the skew-symmetric tensors W^jk, W^J and 
Wy in Eq. (135), as well as the symmetric tensors k^ and k„ in
Eq. (180), are zero. In consequence k^ is independent of the variables
1 2 8p2/8xi , Fjjk j 80/8x± and D^ . , and from Eq. (180) has the property
that it vanishes if ^  does. That is,
k± = k± (p2 , .jB.y , 0. , Y^2) : k± (p2, ^  , 0, o) = 0 (.182)
Finally, the results (128) and (129) reduce to
The class of these partial stresses Is delimited through 
^  and neither of which is dependent on density gradients or 
gradients of deformation gradient. In so far as density gradients and 
gradients of deformation gradients are absent frcm o\ . the solid1J
constituent is a simple one.
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III. SIMPLIFICATION OF THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS
A. The Entropy Production
According to the principles of thermodynamics one can
introduce for any macroscopic system a state function H = pndv ,
JV
the entropy of the system, which has the following properties.
The variation of the entropy dH may be written as the sum of 
two terms
dH = dgH + d±H , (185)
where deH is the entropy supplied to the system by its surroundings, 
and d^H the entropy produced inside the system. The second law of 
thermodynamics states that d^H must be zero for reversible (or 
equilibrium) transformations and positive for irreversible transformations 
of the system:
d±H > 0 (186)
The entropy supplied, deH, on the other hand may be positive, zero or 
negative, depending on the interaction of the system with its 
surroundings. Thus, for an adiabatically insulated system (i.e. a 
system which can exchange neither heat nor matter with its surroundings) 
dgH is equal to zero, and it follows that
dH 2 0 for an adiabatically insulated system. (187)
This is a well-known form of the second law of thermodynamics.
For a so-called closed system, which may only exchange heat 




d H = —  , C188)
0
where dQ is the heat supplied to the syston by its surroundings and 
0 the absolute temperature at which heat is received by the system.
Then, from Eq. (185) and the relation (186) 
dQ
dH > —  for a closed system, (189)
0
which is also a well-known form of the second law of thermodynamics.
For open systems, i.e. systems which may exchange heat as well 
as matter with their surroundings dgH contains also a term connected 
with the transfer of matter.
Thermodynamics in the customary sense is concerned with the 
study of the reversible transformations for which the equality in the 
relation (186) holds. In thermodynamics of irreversible processes, 
however, one of the important objectives is to relate the quantity d^ H, 
the entropy production, to the various irreversible phenomena which may 
occur inside the system. One can write
d H e
dt
($1 + pnvi) da± , (190)
where Su + pryy^  is the total entropy flow per unit area and unit time, 
as can be seen from Eq. (76), and




where A is the entropy source strength or entropy production per unit 
volume and unit time.
With Eq. (190) and Eq. (191)5 Eq. (185) may be written, using 
also Gauss’ theorem, in the form 
3 3
[ —  (pn) + ---  ($, + Pnv.) - A] dv = 0 . (192)
■'y 3t 3x±
Erom this relation it follows, since Eq. (185) and the relation 
(186) must hold for an arbitrary volume V, that
3 3
— (pn) = ----- ($. + pnv.) + A , (193)
3t 3x.1
A > 0 . (194)
Equation (193) is a balance equation for the entropy density pn , 
with a source term A which satisfies the inequality (194). These two 
formulas are the local forms of Eq. (185) and the relation (186), i.e. 
the local mathematical expression for the second law of thermodynamics. 
With the help of balance of mass equation (30), one obtains
dn 3$.
P —  = ---   + A , (195)
dt 3x^
where gives the difference between the total entropy flux and the 
convective term pnv^ .
One can now derive explicit expressions for the entropy flux 
<K and the entropy source strength A which appear in Eq. (195)
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Frcm thermodynamics it is known that the entropy per unit
mass n is, for a systan in equilibrium, a well defined function of
the various parameters which are necessary to define the macroscopic
state of the system completely. These are the internal energy e, the
strain tensor e.. , and the mass fractions c : 
ij a
n =? n (e, , ca) . (196)
This is also expressed by the fact that, in equilibrium, the total 
differential of n is given by the Gibbs relation:
2
edn = de - a., de.. - E u dc , (197)
J J a=l
where Ua 's are the chemical potentials.
It will now be assumed that, although the total system is not
in equilibrium, there exists within small mass elements a state of
local equilibrium, for which the local entropy n is the same function
(196) for e, e.. and c as in real equilibrium. Then ij a
dn de de. . 2 dc
6 — =  a. . — — —  E ]i —  . (198)
dt dt dt a=l a dt
Using the balance of energy (73)3 and the balance of mass (30)
in the form
dc 3J“
P —  + —  = 0 , (199)
dt 3x^
in which
J“ = P u? (200)
1 a x
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is the diffusion flux, one obtains
dn 1 3v. 1 3q. 1 2  1 de. .
p _  = _ 0 _ i — —  —  z _ a .
dt o ax. e ax, 0 a=l dt
1 2  2 9j“
+ — Z p E — - . (201)
6 0=1 “ a=l 3x1
One can put this into a balance equation form:
2
dn 9 %  E,  ^a ^i 1 9 0
/ a=l
p --------- ( ---------------5 - t  qi —dt 9x^ 0 0 9x^
1 2  9 .. y 1 9v.
 z J“ [e ----------- f“] - - O — 1 , (202)
0 a=l dx± ~ 0 0 J 9x±
where Oy gives the irreversible viscous transfer of momentum.
Comparing with Eq. (195) it follows that the expressions for the entropy 
flux and the entropy production are given by
= V a Ji> ’ (203)0 0=1
where the entropy flow is seen to consist of two parts: one is
the reduced heat flow q^/0 , the other is connected with the diffusion
flows of matter j“ , and
1 30 1 2 9 y
A = " T  qi -------- E Ji [e---  (~ a) "0 9x. 0 a=l 9x. 0l l
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3v.
—  rr > o (204)
where the entropy production is seen to he due to conduction, diffusion 
and internal friction effects. The way in which the separation of the 
right-hand side of Eq. (201) into the divergence of a flux and a source 
term has been achieved may at first sight seem to be to seme extent 
arbitrary. The two parts of Eq. (202) must, however, satisfy a number 
of requirements which determine this separation uniquely [de Groot and 
Mazur (1962)]. Thus one knows that the entropy source strength A 
must be zero if the thermodynamics conditions are satisfied within the 
system. Another requirement which the relation (204) must satisfy 
is that it be invariant under a Galilei transformation, since the 
notions of reversible and irreversible behavior must be invariant under 
such a transformation. It is seen that the relation (204) satisfies 
automatically this requirement. Finally, it may be noted that by 
integrating Eq. (202) over the volume V of a closed system one obtains, 
with the inequality of (204)




B. The Phenomenological Equations
The entropy production A (Eq. 204) is of the form




where x^ 's are called the thermodynamic forces and J^’s represent 
the independent fluxes.
It Is known empirically that for a large class of irreversible 
phenomena and under a wide range of experimental conditions, the 
irreversible flows are linear functions of the thermodynamic forces.
In this linear region one can write
Ji - l  h *  \  • C207)k
where ' s are called the phenomenological coefficients and the 
relations (207) will be referred to as the phenomenological equations. 
One has
9 J.
L• j = ( — ~ ) (k*J) (208)
J 8X1 Xk
If one introduces the phenomenological equations into the 
expression for the entropy production A, one gets a quadratic expression 
in the thermodynamic forces of the form £ L., X. X. which, since onei,k 1 K
has A > 0 , must be positive definite or at least non-negative definite. 
A sufficient condition for this is that all principal co-factors of the 
symmetric matrix with elements are positive (or at least non­
negative). This implies that all diagonal elements are positive 
whereas the off-diagonal elements must satisfy, for instance, conditions 
of the form ^ (L^ + L^)2 [de Groot & Mazur (1962)].
The property of time reversal invariance of the equations of 
motion of the individual particles, of which the system consists, has 
seme influence on the phenomenological equations. This property 
implies that the particles retrace their former paths if all velocities
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are reversed.
From this microscopic property one may conclude to a macro­
scopic theorem, due to Qnsager. He stated, In a theorem named after 
him, that the coefficients L^ . of the phenomenological equations are 
symmetrical, i.e.,
L.. = L.. . (209)
J-d J J-
These are usually referred to as Onsager's reciprocity relations.
If, in agreement with Eq. (208), one casts Eq. (.209) in the 
alternative form
9J. 9J.
C —  ) = c ) , (210)
3Xj Xk*j 3Xi Xk^i
the physical significance of the Onsager relations is shown to be
this: The increase in the flux caused by unit increase in the
force Xj (while the remaining forces are held fixed) is equal to the
increase in the flux J. due to unit increase in the force X. . One can1 x
observe the resemblance between the reciprocity relations (210) and 
the relations of Maxwell known from thermostatics. The Qnsager 
relationships are useful to us in anisotropic mediums, like wood, 
giving the fluxes in terms of gradients in several directions as well 
as in phenomena in which cross-effects occur.
C. Thermal Diffusion Equations
Letting
Pn
c = —  , (211)
P
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the partial mass balance equation (29) becomes
2
3c 3c .3J.
P C —  + v —  ) =  i- , (212)
3t 3x^  3X^
2 2where JL = p2u^ is the diffusion mass flux of liquid constituent in
wood.
If the concentration and temperature gradients are small one
p
can suppose that is a linear function of 3y/3x^ and 3 0/3x^
[Landau and Liftshitz (1959)]:
2 9p 9 6
' (213)
J J




and it is a function of pressure p, concentration c and temperature 
0. One has
3p 3p 3C 3p 39 3p 3p
 =( —  )  +( —  ) ---+ ( — )   . (215)
3x. 3c „ . 3x. 30 _  ^ 3x. 3C „ Q 3x.i p,0 i p,c i c,0 l
3p 3v
Ih the last term one can replace (—  ) by ( —  ) where v is
3p cj0 3c p,e
the specific volume.
Let
-■ a. . 3p
( _  ) , (216) 
J p 3C 0,p
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k d \. 3p
p - ^ - = a , ,  ( —  ) +6., , C217)
0 J 8 0 c ,p j
8v 8u
k = pC —  ) / (— )
y  8c p,0 8c ps 0 . (218)
Substituting, one obtains
0 8c ka 80 k 8p
J? = - pDf, [---- + -L —  +-J2.--- ] . (219)
1 1J 8x. 0 8x. p 8x.
J J J
The coefficient d 3\ is called the diffusion coefficient or1J
mass transfer coefficient; it gives the diffusion flux when only a
concentration gradient is present. The diffusion flux due to the
temperature gradient is given by the thermal diffusion coefficient
k0D^ . ; the dimensionless quantity kQ is called the thermal diffusion
ratio. This phenomena is called the Soret effect.
2
The last term in need be taken into account only when there
is a considerable pressure gradient in the field. The coefficient
k n}. may be called the barodiffusion coefficient.
P ij
Neglecting the influence of 8p/8xi and any bulk fluid motion,
one gets from Eq. (212)
3c 8 -i 8c 8 ii 80
—  =   (Dt.  ) +   (D. .  ) , (220)
8t 8x. J 8x. 8x. 8x.
1 J 1 J
where
n t k





One can now write (197) in the form
edn = de - ct.. de.. - p dc (222)
where is the strain tensor. If one takes the independent variables
e.. , 0 and c, one can write
- L J
3n 3n
0dn = 0 ( —  ) d0+0 ( ---- ) de. . + 0 ( —  ) dc , (223)
36 e. . ,c 3eij 0,c 30 eij’6
_ L J
3e 3e 3e
de = ( —  ) d0 + (    ) de^. + ( —  ) dc . (224)
30 ej_j jC 3e±J. 0,c 3c e.jj0
F'rom Eq. (222), one gets
. 3e 3 n
( ---  ) “ cj. . = 0 (
3e . 0,c 1J 3e.. 0,c , (225)
-LJ -LJ
3e 3n
( —  ) - u =6 ( —  ) , (226)
3c ^ j ’0 3c eij,S
3e 3ri
( —  ) = 0 ( —  ) • (227)
30 e1j sc 3 0 E1j jC
The Helmholtz free energy 4* = e - 0n gives the relationships 
d¥ = de - 0dn - nd0
= a..de.. - nd0 + pdc
3^  S'? ST
= (--- ) de.. + (— ) d0 + (— ) dc . (228)
3e^ . 0,c 3 0 3c EyjC
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Then
= a.. , (229)
3eij 0,0 1J"
. . W




3C e ..,0 
Eqs. (229) and (230) give
(231)
30^ 3n
) = _ ( ---- ) . (232)
30 e . .,c 3e. . 0,c1J J-J
Using the constitutive equation (183) one takes the effective quantities 
for the heterogeneous medium and assume a linear relationship between 
the stress tensor a., and temperature 0 :
-i-J
3cr. .
(_iL) = - g , i • (233)
30 E . . , C  J
1J’
Fran Eq. (222) one may write
dQ = de - ay dey - pdc (234)
and
dQ 3e _ * (235)- pc
d0 30






dn = pc —  + gjj de1j - adc , (236)
0
. .-9ji
a = ( —  ) . (237)
3 ® £.• jjC
-LJ
It follows that
n = p c —  + glj. e± . - aeoc , (238)
9o
where 6 q  I s  the reference temperature, and
Q = Pc0 + gy 0Q ey ~ a0Qc . (239)
Ihe energy equation (73) gives
9Q 9 90 9 9c
—  =   (k. ---) + ---  (a ---) , (240)
9t 9x. J 9x. 9x. J 9x.
l J l J
where k. . represents the heat conductivity matrix of the medium. In 
Eq. (240)one used a linear relationship for the phenomenological 
equation
9 6 9c
q1 = - k-.  a. . ---  . (241)
J 9x. J 9x.
J J
Neglecting the effects of deformation, one derives the following coupled
equation for temperature distribution in the heterogeneous medium:
90 9 90 9 9c
p£ _  = --  (k ---) +   (D" ’  ) . (242)
9t 9x. J 9x. 9x. ^  9x.1 J i J
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Eqs. (220) and (242) represent coupled thermodiffusion phenomena.
tl
After one uses Eq. (220), one can obtain a relationship between 
in
and Dy as given by the Qnsager relationship (210).
D. Stress-Strain-Molsture Content-Temperature Relationships 
One can define the displacement vector as
wk = x£ - 3 £ , (243)
Consider now the left Cauchy-Green tensor
= *k,J xm,J 9
where comma denotes differentiation. Using the displacement vector, 
can be written as
Bkm = (wk,J + (wm,J + Xm,J)
= sk,J 6mJ + wm,J 6kJ +6kJ 6mJ
= wk,£ 6mJ + wm,s, SSLJ 6aJ + 6kJ 6mJ
Wn,m 5kJ 5nJ + wm,n 5nJ 5kJ + 5kJ n^J ^mn
= (6 + w  + w  ) 6, T 6 Tmn m,n n,m kJ nJ
= 6. + w, + w . . C245)km k,m m,k
Therefore, one has
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,B. . = nR . B.1 ij 1 mj xm
= ,R . (6. + w. + w .)lmj x,m m,x
= R . (S. + 2 e. ) (246)lmj m  xm'
for small displacements, and where 
Mj “ 2 W^i, j + Wj,i
If one assumes a linear dependence of 7 on ,B. , the first
X  I S
term in the constitutive equation (183) can be written as 
3Y
2p -----  _B . = 2p C. ,B
9,B.1 xs
1 sj is 1 sj
= 2p C. ..R . (6 + 2 e )xs 1 mj sm sm'
= J C. . 6 + C. . e , (248)2 xj sm sm xj sm xm 5
where
C.. = 4p C. nR , (249)xjsm xs 1 mj
giving the material constants with orthotropic symmetry. Now, if
e. = 0 when cr = 0, one then has sm sm ’ . i
a.. = C., (t) e - g. . 0 - C. . c (250)xj xjsm ' sm &xj xj
The last term gives the stress development due to the 
concentration (i.e., moisture content) field and the diffusion resulting
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from it. For slow partial velocities thermal stresses and moisture 
stresses, then, have similar forms in .the constitutive equations.
The liquid constituent contributes viscoelastic effects into 
the constitutive equation of total stress for the whole medium. One 
can now consider effective terms for displacements, and drop the 
superscripts on displacement vectors. The material properties expressed 
by C y sm are time dependent to give the viscoelastic effects as well as 
being moisture content and temperature dependent.
The formulation of the isothermal viscoelastic stress-strain 
constitutive relations will now be considered. It will be assumed that 
the current value of the stress tensor depends upon the complete past 
history of the components of the strain tensor. Ihen
OyCt) =
6 deb-o(T)
Guk* dT • (251)o 0 dx
One can also obtain the stress-strain relation by reversing the roles of 
stress and strain in such a way that current strain is determined by 
the current value and past history of stress. It is then found that 
[Christensen (1971)]
e . . (t) =ij J (t-x)— ^ d x  . (252)o dx
From symmetry of the stress and strain tensors the following are 
implied:
GijkJl('t) = Gjik£(t) = Gij£k(t) » (253)
JijkX(‘t) = JjikJl^ t) = JijJlk(t) '
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The functions G ^ ^ C t ) are termed relaxation functions and J^^Ct) 
are termed creep functions, and they represent mechanical properties of 
the material. The above creep and relaxation integral forms of the 
stress -strain constitutive relations are not the only possible forms. 
One can consider the following differential operator foim of a relation 
between the stress and strain:
t da. .(t) „ d2a..(t)
P. .. „ a. .(t) + P. .. 0 — =“--- + P -- ^ —ijk* 10 10 W  at 1Jkjl dt2
i de,,(t) „ d2c..(t)
* Q« w  *«<*> + V  + V  + • • • (255)
Appendix A will be devoted -to the further discussion on the specific 
constitutive equations taken for wood in drying process.
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IV. IWO-DIMENSIONAL APPLICATION OF WOOD DRYING
A. Specimen, Coordinates, Drying Conditions
Red oak will, be used for testing the mathematical model of the 
drying phenomena In wood. For this purpose the following wood 
specimen Is taken as shown in Fig. 1
2h
z
Fig. 1 Wood specimen of width 2h. with coordinate
axes shown
In commercial kiln drying, wood boards are stacked edge to edge 
so that one can assume that only the width and end faces are exposed 
to the drying air. Also, it will be assumed that symmetries with 
respect to the coordinates x and y exist. To justify this assumption 
the growth rings of wood specimen are assumed to be parallel to the 
x-axis.
Drying conditions as given by McMillen (.1955) for his experiment 
are used where the tenperature of the air is kept constant throughout 
the drying period, and the equilibrium moisture content is varied as 
step functions.
B. Moisture Content Distribution
It will be assumed that moisture movement occurs only in the 
y-direction. Due to the constancy of the temperature of the drying 
air, the diffusion equation (220) is decoupled physically and gives the
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moisture content field by 
3c 9 9c
—  = —  (D — ) (256)
9t 9y 9y
where D is a function of the moisture content c, for a given temperature. 
Taking a linear relationship for D in the form
D = Dq (.1 + be) (257)
for the given temperature one can solve this nonlinear partial 
differential equation with the given boundary conditions using numerical 
approximation explained in the Appendix B.
C. Stress-Strain Distribution
One can assume plane stress conditions for the problem, where
axx = axx Cy’t} ’ (258)
and
a = a = 0  . (259)
yy xy
These conditions satisfy the equilibrium equations (43), with no body 
force, identically.
One can now consider the compatibility condition
92s 92e 92e
X X  +  _ J £ L  =  — X X  ( 2 6 0 )
9y 9x 9x9y
obtained by differentiation of the strain components for a continuous 
medium.
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In this one dimensional stress field the creep function will
he taken as {Christensen (1971)]
t




J2Ct) = 1 - e (262)
where Is a constant. Eq. (26l) represents a Maxwell solid and 
Eq. (262) represents a Kelvin solid. For wood in the drying process, 
the combination of these two viscoelastic models will be taken for short 
time (i.e., before reaching critical strain values for failure)
Here, the first term represents the elastic deformation, the second 
the retarded elastic deformation (primary creep), and the third the 
plastic deformation (secondary creep). In addition, there will be thermal
stress -gE 9 and moisture stresses -CE c to give the thermomechanical
X  X
behavior of wood during drying, g denotes the thermal expansion and C 
the contraction coefficient in wood, and E is the Young's modulus. The
X
experimental values for these coefficients were taken from Kollmann and
Cote (1968) and Youngs (1957)-
The solution of Eq. (260) after substitution for the stress 
component is given by Muki and Sternberg (1961) for both the Maxwell 
solid and Kelvin solid where they use the correspondence principle. 
Approximating as a thin plate with the boundary conditions such that one 
has zero resultant force and moment on the yz plane.
e (263)
This solution for the Maxwell solid is applied with the synmetric 
moisture content distribution, and where
°av = 2l j  -h
+h c dy .
The creep model used is a close approximation of the behavior established 
from experiments IYoungs (1957)3.
D. Results and Discussions
To develop some specific results for a particular case, the one­
dimensional diffusion equation (256) was used with the diffusion co­
efficient taken in the form of Eq. (257)- Assuming drying air equilibrium 
moisture contents as shown in Fig. 8 and dry bulb tenperature during 
the entire drying process at a constant 110°F, in accordance with exper­
imental data from McMillen, the mathematical model predicts the moisture 
content distribution in red oak very well except close to the center of 
the board during the early phases of drying where it underestimates the 
moisture content gradients of moisture content across the thickness of 
wood are shown in Fig. 10 at different stages of drying. As expected, 
the moisture content gradients become more uniform and decrease in mag­
nitude with increasing drying time. The figures show the values of moisture 
content are shown at five different depths through the half-thickness of 
the board. Assuming synmetry with respect to the x-axis, the outside 
sections are named one and ten, the next sections two and nine, etc.,until
the center sections which are named five and six. This nomenclature 
coincides with the naming of the actual slices taken by McMillen in 
his experiments.
Using the one-dimensional viscoelastic model and including the 
effects of moisture content variations in the form
e = £ + £ t  + £ c (266)
E E A
the compatibility condition Eq. (260) was used to obtain the total
stresses. The solution of the compatibility equation, with the assumed
conditions given in Eqs. (258) and (259), is given by Eq. (264). This
solution assumes a thin-plate approximation. The result obtained gives
the stress in the tangential direction as a function of y-coordinate and
time. It should be enphasized that this plane stress solution is not
applicable close to the end sections of the width of the board. The
boundary conditions of zero resultant force and moment were taken at
the ends of the width of the board. Thin-plate analysis can easily be
extended to include a thick-plate assumption taking 0 and 0 as non-xx yy
zero stress components. The solution will be the same as Eq. (264) except 
that the coefficient of /I - v would need to be included [Muki and 
Sternberg (1961)]. The solution obtained gives non-zero strain compon­
ents e and e . The strain component e can be calculated by using xx yy yy
Poisson’s ratio. The shear strain e was taken to be zero since.the
xy
shear stress component a was assumed vanishing. For clarity, the stress
xy
component 0 = 0. was assumed to consist of moisture stress, 0 andxx w m
residual stress 0 . Moisture stresses were calculated by
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and residual stress by
ar = at ~ °m5 (268)
where at was calculated by using Eq. (264). The more detailed dis­
cussion about the reasons for this separation of the total stresses 
into moisture and residual stresses are contained in Chapter "VI.
The moisture stresses are plotted in Pig. II and the residual stresses 
in Pig. 12. These stresses do not change sign throughout the whole 
drying process. The total stress which shows change of sign is plotted 
in Pig. 13- The stress levels obtained in the board are less than the 
maximum stress red oak can sustain before failure, as the maximum stresses 
at different moisture content levels were taken from Youngs (1957)* Ihe 
moisture and residual stresses show a tendency to approach constant 
values as the drying time increases after reaching their maximum values 
at the early stages of drying. The total stresses show again a maximum 
early in drying and then change in sign (reversal). The moisture stresses 
are tensile at the outside, and compressive in the inside sections of the 
board. Residual stresses show the opposite behavior while total stresses 
are tensile and then compressive the outside, and compressive and then 
tensile in the inside. Considering Fig. 17 which gives the stresses at 
the outside of the board it is seen that total stress reverses in sign 
on the thirty-fourth day of the drying process. At this time moisture 
stress and residual stress have the same magnitude. The period between 
the beginning of drying and stress reversal is critical for possibilities 
of failure in wood. During this first period, especially at its beginning, 
there exists a danger of surface cracks being caused by the total tensile 
stresses. It is therefore advisable to slow down the drying process at
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the beginning by using a drying air with a high moisture content. This 
reduction causes a decrease in the tensile moisture stresses. During 
the second drying period after the stress reversal, the moisture stresses 
continue to decrease. The total stresses acquire the sign of the larger 
residual stresses, being compressive in the surface layers and tensile 
in the surface layers and tensile in the central layers. Internal cracks 
(flaws) may appear in the wood during this period. At the end of the 
first and during the entire second period it is possible to accelerate 
the drying process without risking surface checkings of the wood. This 
may be done by using a low moisture content - air. The moisture stresses 
will be fairly large in this case. These are equilibrated by the residual 
stresses, so that the total tensile stresses in the central layer may 
not exceed the ultimate strength of the material.
McMillen measures a part of the total strain which he calls 
recoverable strain. He uses the "slicing technique" which consists of 
measuring the width of pieces of red oak, at various stages of drying 
before and after slicing to release stresses. The green wood Is marked 
off with a one-inch section every two inches along the length of the 
board. One section is cut off the plank after each interval of drying.
The remainder of the plank is end coated and replaced in the kiln for 
further drying. While still in the complete section, the width of each 
slice is measured to get the "before cutting" dimension. Then the 
section is cut free, it contracts or elongates depending on whether the 
wood of the slice was under tension of compression at the time of re­
moval from the kiln. The "after cutting" dimension is then measured.
The difference is the recoverable strain. This part of the total strain 
is plotted in Fig. 14 using McMillen1 s data. The mathematical model
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predicts the recoverable strain (elastic strain)
where £rec is the recoverable strain, a the total stress in the x- 
direction and E is the Youngs modulus. The reversal of the recoverable 
strains at different sections of the board is predicted four days short 
of that from McMillen's experimental data.
The mathematical model used in this investigation assumes that 
the growth rings of the board are parallel to the x-axis. Symmetries 
with respect to this axis are assumed and the moisture content, stress 
and strain profiles are taken the same along the width of the wood ex­
cept for the end sections. The mathematical model developed to give the 
coupled equations for stress - strain - tenperature - moisture 
content applies to more general cases where syimietric profiles for 
initial conditions may not be assumed as well as different boundary 
conditions at two ends of the thickness of the board. In a more general 
case the material properties may be functions of location in wood. The 
lack of syirmetries comparable to the problem studied here will cause 
warping of the board whereas in the model studied here the wood specimen 
will keep its assumed initial rectangular shape but will shrink in two- 
directions .
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V. WAVE PROPAGATION IN ORTHOTROPIC MATERIALS
A. Planes Waves
The material properties of wood can be measured with experimental 
methods by measuring the ultrasonic wave velocities. For the purpose 
of giving the theory for the experimental techniques, wave propagation 
in orthotropic materials will be discussed.
If the body force components in Eq. (43) are zero, the equations 
of motion become
9 a .  . 9 2w_.
—= P    , (270)
3xj 3t2
where w^ are the displacement components. Using the definition of the




°ii = G i i M  (t "  t)   ’ (271)J 0 J 9t9x£
The equations of motion, then, are
93w, 92w .
t G (t - t) --^ = p -----. ( 272)
0 J 9t9x .9x. 9t2
J &
The above uncoupled equations of motion will be used to give the iso­
thermal and constant moisture content material properties in terms of 
the wave velocities when a wave solution is used.
Consider the case of propagation of plane irrotational waves,
and let
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w± = W ± exp[i(nmxm - vt)] , (273)
where Vh are components of the displacement amplitude, gave the 
direction cosines of the normal to the wave front, and vn is the phase 
velocity.
Substituting Eq. (272) into Eq. (271), one obtains
= - ( 2 W
where
* » »
G. ., = G. ., + i G. .,ijk£ ljkJl ijk£
are the complex material properties. Eq. (273) can be written as
< ° W  "J \ - ^ n  V Wk = 0 ’ (275)
or
<4 -'ivS v wk = o > <276)
where I\k are the complex Christoffel stiffnesses, subject to the 
*
condition r* = r., , and given by
lk 1K
rik = nj \  Gijk£ • (277)
T
The matrix given by G ^ ^  for orthotropic materials, having 
three mutually perpendicular planes of elastic synmetry through each 
























0 0 0 G23
23
0 0
0 0 0 0 G13
13
0
0 0 0 0 0 G12
12
or, with two subscripts
Gy = 1/2
G G G 0 0 0
11 12 13
G G G 0 0 0
21 22 23
G G G 0 0 0
31 32 33
0 0 0 G 0 0
0 0 0 0 G55 0
0 0 0 0 0 G
where G.. are given by 
ij
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E (1-v v )
1 32 23G = ------------
11 1 - 2 v v v - v  v - v  v - v v





E (v + v v )
1 12 32 13
G = G =   , (281)
12 21 1 - 2 v v v - v  v - v  v - v  v
12 23 31 13 31 12 21 23 32
E ( V  +  v V  )
1 13 12 23
G = G = ------------------------------------------- , (282)
13 31 1 - 2 v v v _ v  v - v  v - v  v
12 23 31 13 31 12 21 23 32
E (1 -  V  V  )
2 13 31
G = ---------------------------------------------  , (283)
22 1 - 2 v v v - v  v - v v _ v v
12 23 31 13 31 12 21 23 32
E (v + V  V  )
2 23 13 21
G = G = ------------------------------------------- (284)
23 32 1 — 2 v v v - v  v — v v — v v
12 23 31 13 31 12 21 23 32
E (1 - V  V  )
3 12 21
G = ------------------------------------------- (285)
33 1 - 2 v v v - v  v - v  v - v  v
12 23 31 13 31 12 21 23 32
« = y , (286)
44 23
G = y , (287)
55 13
G = y , (288)
66 12
where the E. are Young's moduli, v. • Poisson's ratios, and y. . the shear
l ^  3 ij 5 ij
moduli.














  = --  * (291)
E E
3 2
Therefore, orthotropic symmetry requires nine elastic constants In 
three-dimensional problems.
Using Eqs. (277) and (279)s one obtains
r = ti2 G + n2 G + n2 0 , (292)
11 1 11 2 66 3 55
r = n2 0 + n2 G + n2 G , (293)
22 1 66 2 22 3 44
r = n2 G + n2 0 + n2 G , (294)
33 1 55 2 44 3 33
r = n n G + n n O  , (295)
23 2 3 23 2 3 33
r = n n G + n r | 0  , (296)
13 1 3 13 1 3 55
r = n n G  + n n G  , (297)
12 1 2 12 1 2 66
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Ihe condition for non-zero solutions In Eq. (276) Is
r., - p v2 6., ik n ik = 0 (298)
or











* 9r - p v2 
33 n
= 0 (299)
which is a cubic equation in p v2 , and there are, in general, three 
velocities associated with given n^ .
If the phase velocity is measured with given directions the 
material properties can be determined using Eq. (299J
Now, if are the direction cosines of the displacement vector,
W : W : W
1 1 2  3
3 (W2 + W2 + W2 ) 1//2
1 2 3
(300)
and one also has
W  : W  : w  = [ (r - p V 2 )(r -  P v 2 ) -  r ] :
1 2 3 22  n  33 n  23
* * * *
r r - r (r
13 23 12 33
* * * ,  *r r - r (r
12 23 13 22
p v 2)]
/2:n (301)
or, in symmetrical form,
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W : W : W =
1 2 3 * * * *r (p V2 - r ) +  r  r
23 n n 12 13
l
* * * *
r (P - r ) +  r  r
13 n 22 23 12
1
d£ %
r  (p v2 - r  ) +  r "  r "
12 n  33 13 23
(302)
thus enabling the direction cosines to be found in terms of the 
Christoffel stiffnesses.
Substituting Eq. (300) in Eq. (276) and transposing, one obtains 
the three equations
n! p  v2 = nl rf. (303)l n 'j ij
and the angle between the wave normal and the displacement vector is
<5 = cos 1(nini) • (304)
B. Green’s Function Formalism
lb obtain the field caused by a distributed source (or heat 
generator, or anything else that might cause the field) one calculates 
the effects of each elementary portion of the source and adds them all. 
If G(r/rQ,t) is the field at the observer's point r caused by a unit 
point source at the source point r , then the field at r caused by a 
source distribution p(rQ,t) is the integral of Gp over the range of rQ 
occupied by the source. The function G is called the Green's function.
w(r,t) = G(r/r ,t) p(r ,t) d3r 
J y  °
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3G 3p
+ (—  p - G — ) dS ,
Js an an
(305)
where the response w(r,t) satisfies the differential equation, say,
L denoting the differential operator. Green’s function G(r/rQ,t) will 
be the solution of the equation
where 6 denotes the delta functions.
Boundary conditions can also be satisfied in the same way. One
computes the field at r for the boundary value (or normal gradient,
depending on whether Dirichlet or Newmann conditions are pertinent) which
is zero at every point on the surface, except rQ (which is on thes
surface). At rQ the boundary value has a delta function behavior, so s
that its integral over a small surface area near r0s is unity. This
field at r (not on the boundary) one can call G(r/r0 ,t); then the generals
solution for an arbitrary choice of boundary values ip (rQ ,t) (or elseo s
gradient NQ) is equal to the integral of G^q (or else GNQ over the 
boundary surface. These functions of G are also called Green’s functions. 
Physically, then, the boundary conditions on the surface can be thought 
of as being equivalent to source distributions on this surface.
L w = p (306)
L G(r/ro,t-tQ) = 6(r-rQ)5(t-to) (307)
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VI. SUMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A. Summary
After an introduction stating the problem and the previous 
investigations made the method of approach is introduced. Treating 
wood as a continuum with solid and liquid constituents, continuum 
mechanics principles are used to give a mathematical model of the drying 
phenomena in wood. Using thermodynamical limitations and material 
syirmetries the governing field equations and constitutive relations are 
simplified.
Material coefficients taken from experimental results and 
numerical methods are used to give two-dimensional development of 
stress and moisture content in red oak. The results are shown on 
graphs indicating good conparison of the theory with experiments done 
under the same drying conditions. Finally conclusions are made and 
recommendations are given.
B. Results and Conclusions
One dimensional diffusion equation in which the diffusion 
coefficient depends on the moisture content for a given temperature 
gave good predictions for the moisture content distribution in the wood. 
The stress development was also predicted using the viscoelastic model 
with good conparison with the experimental analysis. It is believed 
that this thermomechanical model for the drying phenomena in wood can 
be used effectively in automatically controlled dry kilns.
The internal stresses in wood are caused by the nonhomogeneous 
state of strain characterized by the nonuniform changes in volume.
Drying proceeds at a nonuniform moisture distribution over the bulk of
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the material. This nonuniformity, which, appears at the beginning 
of the drying process, causes nonuniform contraction and induces a 
nonhcmogeneous state of strain. This is the primary cause of the 
internal stresses.
If the wood were a perfectly elastic material, the internal 
stresses should completely disappear once the moisture distribution has 
become uniform. However, real wood is not perfectly elastic; residual 
strains are induced in it by the stresses, which remain after the 
latter have disappeared.
Thus, at the beginning of the drying process the surface layers 
of a board tend to contract, while in the remainder of the cross 
section the moisture content remains high and no contraction occurs. 
Tensile stresses thus arise in the surface layers, which cause plastic 
elongations. After the moisture content, and thus the contraction, 
have become uniform over the entire cross section, the plastic elongation 
of the surface layers causes the latter to be subjected to compressive 
stresses. Hence, nonuniform remanent strains are a second cause for 
the occurence of internal stresses.
For the sake of clarity -, one can separate the principle 
reasons for the occurence of the internal stresses and consider 
them to consist of two components, i.e., moisture stresses and residual 
stresses, similar to Ugolev’s (1959) work. This analysis is also 
similar to the division of stresses into thermal stresses and residual 
stresses [Boley and Weiner (i960)].
Thermal stresses in metals are separated into thermoelastic 
and thermoplastic stresses. Similarly, moisture stresses in wood may 
be considered as hygroelastic stresses, the residual stresses being
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considered as hygroplastic stresses.
Moisture stresses are due to the nonuniform contraction of the 
material, which in its turn are caused by a nonuniform distribution of 
hygroscopic moisture. Such stresses are temporary, and disappear 
when the moisture content becomes uniform over the board. Residual 
stresses are due to nonuniform remanent strains in the wood. These 
stresses do not disappear when the moisture content becomes uniform 
over the board.
This separation of the total stresses into moisture stresses 
and residual stresses should be considered only as means to facilitate 
investigation of the stress in wood. In reality, cracks and other 
defects occuring during drying are caused by the total stresses.
When the state of stress in wood during its drying is being 
considered it must be kept in mind that the board layers, i.e., when 
the moisture distribution is asymmetrical; warping may also be caused 
by differences in contraction coefficient in different directions. If 
the wood is dried in stacks, free warping of the board is prevented 
by the support reactions; these induce additional stresses in the wood, 
which are added to the internal stresses.
Moisture stresses, as well as the moisture distributions, 
do not change sign during the drying process but may vary in magnitude. 
If the moisture stresses in surface layers of the wood are caused by 
inadmissable elongation and will always differ in sign from the residual 
stresses. Moisture stresses and residual stresses thus do not change 
sign during the entire drying process.
Experience shows that surface cracks are foimed in wood at the 
beginning of the drying process, whereas internal cracks (flaws) are
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formed at the end of the process. It is obvious that during the first 
part of the process the total stresses causing cracks in the surface 
layers are tensile; these are replaced by compressive stresses during 
the second part. On the other hand, in the insdie layers the stresses 
are first compressive, and then tensile. The change in sign of the 
total stresses (stress reversal) is due to changes in the ratio of the 
moisture and residual stresses. This phenomenon also is clearly 
predicted by the analytical model.
C. Reconmendat ions
The results obtained from the mathematical model for the 
drying phenomena in wood show that this continuum approach can be used 
effectively to predict the moisture content and stress developments in 
the wood. Computer oriented automatically controlled dry kilns will 
be able to use this model in their decision-making feedback systems. If 
the initial moisture content and temperature of the wood are given, the 
drying machine will keep the drying conditions (boundary conditions) in 
their optimum values for the lowest energy consumption, least time 
and least degrade.
Recommendations are made as follows:
i. More experiments should be conducted to give a more detailed 
knowledge on phenomenological coefficients for specific wood 
species with moisture content and temperature variance.
ii. Development of the numerical methods for the solution 
of the mathematical model coupled with moisture content, 
temperature and displacement fields should be carried out.
iii. Wave propagation analysis should be put into practice in 
electronic pulse method of experimentations to get more knowledge
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on material properties.
iv. Finally, optimum automatic controlling of the wood drying 
should be tried experimentally using the mathematical model in 
actual size wood dry kilns.
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For a one-dimensional state of stress, the elastic strain 
is given by Hooke's law in the following form:




—  = ----  (A.2)
dt E dt
shere E is the Hookian constant.
If the body on the other hand is viscous and behaves like a 
Newtonian fluid, the deformation is proportional to the time, thus
de a 
dt v
where v is the viscosity.
When a material is modeled as having both an elastic element 
(spring) as well as a plastic element (dash pot) in series the flow 
velocity can be calculated as follows:
de 1 da a








where X = — is the relaxation time. This model represented by 
E
Eq. (A.5) is called Maxwell solid.
The first term in Eq. (A.5) gives the elastic deformation and the 
second the plastic deformation (secondary creep) as shown below in
0
Fig. 3 Constant-stress flow curve of an elastic and 
a viscous element acting in series.
In the above figure e = eTI + e.T , where e„ represents the ideal
n n
elastic deformation (Hookian) and the viscous flow deformation 
(Newtonian).




Time t I GH
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If the elastic and viscous elements are connected in parallel 
the piston starts with a velocity a/v which, however, asymptotically 
approaches zero the more the stress is gradually transmitted to the 
spring. The stress, which acts in the viscous element is thus equal 
to the applied external stress, less the stress of the elastic element. 
This yields
or after integration for the retarded elastic deformation e holds:
where em - ct/E is the elongation after infinite time. This model is 
called the Kelvin solid
Pig. 5 Constant-stress flow curve of an elastic and a viscous element
ER ° eRE _ a - eRE (A.6)
dt v v v
(A. 7)
Pig. 4 Kelvin solid






A four-element model where a Maxwell solid and a Kelvin solid 
combined in series showed the closest resemblance to the behavior of 
wood is given by experimentalists like Youngs (1957)-
■AM— J]
D
Fig. 6 Four-element model
This model will have the stress-strain relationship





Numerical Solution of the Uncoupled Diffusion Equation
The diffusion equation
= 3_ (D 3C j 
at By 1 By
which is the uncoupled form of Eq. (220) can be written as
8c _ 9  p^Bc^
at aY a y








D1D = —  = 1 + be 
Do
















or changipg the notation
,3c . 92 c
—  = DCc) — p . C.B. 7)
at ay
where D is a function of c. The boundary and intial conditions will 
be
c = h(t) at y = 1 1 t > 0 , (B.7)
c = f(y) at t = 0 -1 < y <: +1 . (B.8)
lb be able to use quasilinearization technique for this nonlinear 





a cn .^T ac
 S-A = p ( _  # c) (B>10)
ay at
where the subscript (n+1) represents the (n+l)th iteration. One has
2
a c ,, ac ac ac ac ac
 S±1 = p(__n s c } + ^  (_ n   ^ } (_ n + l ----n} + p (_ n # } (B>n)
ay^ at at at at at
where cne uses the quasilinearization techniques [Yen and Larsen (1972)], 
and F- denotes differentation with respect to ac/at and F with respectC C
to c. Substituting, one obtains
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ri+1 . .1 9c.+   c
DCc ) 9t 1 n DCcn) at °n
CB.12)
at
In order to solve the system of equations given by (A.12) the 
finite-difference method Is utilized to avoid stability difficulties. 
Let cn(m,k) denote the value of c at mAy and kAt In the n-th Iteration. 
Then one can write the following using 'Implicit formulas of Crank- 
Nicolson:
n+1 _ [ c(m+l,k) - 2c(m,k) + c(m-l,k)
8y2 2(Ay)2
+ cn+1 (m+lj k+1) - 2 cn+1 (m,k+l)
+ cn+1 (m-1, k+1) ] (B.13)
(B.14)
cn+l cn+l ^  k+1'1 + c m^jk  ^^ (B.15)
c = c (m, k+1) n n *
(B.16)
9c 1




Upon substitution, one gets a matrix equation in the form
IAJ icj = IB] (b .18)
where the matrix IB] contains the boundary and initial conditions. 
Finally, one uses Thomas' method for the solution of this tridiagonal 




Figure 7• End section of drying oak showing notation used and growthrring placement 
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Pig. 15 Stress Developments Across the Half Thickness 
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Pig. 16 Stress Developments Across the Half Thickness 
at the Drying Time of 40 Days Predicted by the*Mathematical Model H
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Pig. 17 Stresses at the Surface of the Wood Specimen Predicted by the Mathematical Model
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